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Bilateral cochlear implant (BiCI) users gain an advantage in noisy situations from a second implant,

but their bilateral performance falls short of normal hearing listeners. Channel interactions due to

overlapping electrical fields between electrodes can impair speech perception, but its role in limit-

ing binaural hearing performance has not been well characterized. To address the issue, binaural

masking level differences (BMLD) for a 125 Hz tone in narrowband noise were measured using a

pair of pitch-matched electrodes while simultaneously presenting the same masking noise to adja-

cent electrodes, representing a more realistic stimulation condition compared to prior studies that

used only a single electrode pair. For five subjects, BMLDs averaged 8.9 6 1.0 dB (mean 6 s.e.) in

single electrode pairs but dropped to 2.1 6 0.4 dB when presenting noise on adjacent masking elec-

trodes, demonstrating a negative impact of the additional maskers. Removing the masking noise

from only the pitch-matched electrode pair not only lowered thresholds but also resulted in smaller

BMLDs. The degree of channel interaction estimated from auditory nerve evoked potentials in

three subjects was significantly and negatively correlated with BMLD. The data suggest that if the

amount of channel interactions can be reduced, BiCI users may experience some performance

improvements related to binaural hearing. VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although bilateral cochlear implant (BiCI) users benefit

from a second implant (e.g., Litovsky et al., 2009), not all

aspects of bilateral hearing are comparable to normal hearing

(NH) performance. An example is the binaural masking level

difference (BMLD), a measure of how well sounds from the

left and right ears are integrated to improve signal detection

in noise (Hirsh, 1948). When masked by diotic (N0) noise,

dichotic signals (out-of-phase, Sp) are better detected com-

pared to diotic signals (in-phase, S0). The improved detec-

tion threshold is due in part to computations such as

equalization-cancellation (Durlach, 1963). In addition, inter-

aural correlation may serve as a cue since the signal in N0Sp
is interaurally decorrelated but correlated in N0S0 (Gabriel

and Colburn, 1981; Goupell and Hartmann, 2007). For NH

listeners, BMLDs were reported to be about 15–20 dB using

transposed tones (van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1997) in com-

parison to 4–9 dB for BiCI users tested with single pairs of

electrodes (Long et al., 2006; Van Deun et al., 2009; Lu

et al., 2010). While interaural level difference (ILD) cues

are generally well perceived, BiCI users show a wide range

of sensitivities to interaural timing differences (ITD) that at

best are still poorer than NH listeners (van Hoesel et al.,
1993; van Hoesel and Clark, 1997; van Hoesel, 2007; Lab-

ack and Majdak, 2008; van Hoesel, 2008; van Hoesel et al.,
2009; Aronoff et al., 2010; Litovsky et al., 2010). Conse-

quently, cues that rely on ITDs provide a smaller benefit for

BiCI users than for NH listeners, and poor ITD sensitivity

may be a significant factor in lower levels of BMLDs for

speech in BiCI users, particularly at headwidth delays of 700

ls or less (van Hoesel et al., 2008).

Complex sounds such as speech, in combination with

background and environmental noises, activate a wide range

of electrodes. Potentially, different ITD cues on distinct elec-

trode pairs can interfere with each other through channel

interactions (Jones et al., 2009) that result from the electrical

field spread of neighboring electrodes that stimulate overlap-

ping populations of auditory nerve fibers (Shannon, 1983;

Tong and Clark, 1986; Lim et al., 1989; Chatterjee and

Shannon, 1998; Abbas et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2008). In

unilateral CI usage, it is known that channel interactions det-

rimentally affect performance on a number of perceptual

tasks (McKay et al., 1996; Fu et al., 1998; Pfingst et al.,
2001; Middlebrooks, 2004; Stickney et al., 2006) and limit

the usefulness of additional electrodes for speech perception

(Fishman et al., 1997; Friesen et al., 2001). The role of chan-

nel interactions may be significant, but it has not been well

characterized in the context of binaural hearing. The limited
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number of BiCI studies on BMLD have been based on either

single electrode pairs (Long et al., 2006; Van Deun et al.,
2009; Lu et al., 2010) or speech presented acoustically

through clinical and research processors (van Hoesel and

Tyler, 2003; Laszig et al., 2004; Schleich et al., 2004; Buss

et al., 2008; van Hoesel et al., 2008). With the former, there

are no channel interactions, while the latter does not provide

direct control over electrode selection to control the amount

of channel interaction.

The main hypothesis of this study proposes that channel

interactions are detrimental to binaural hearing by reducing

the effect of binaural unmasking. The experiments in this

study are designed to (1) obtain BMLDs under varying lev-

els of channel interactions controlled by different masking

electrode configurations, (2) assess BMLDs when masking

noise is exclusively off-channel, and (3) provide an objective

measure of channel interaction using evoked potentials that

correlates with the behavioral measures of BMLD.

The first objective was to experimentally verify that

BiCI users can still take advantage of BMLD in the presence

of channel interactions. The alternative is that the cue for

BMLD is not robust to masking noise from neighboring

electrodes, and it becomes an insignificant effect under such

conditions. Using parameters for N0S0 and N0Sp (125 Hz

tone in 625 Hz narrowband noise) that produce large

BMLDs with single electrode pairs (the target electrode

pair), the effects of channel interactions can be studied by

manipulating the number, proximity, and apical vs basal

location of adjacent electrodes which output masking noise.

Both larger numbers of masking electrodes and their closer

proximity to the target electrode pair would increase the

amount of channel interaction due to spread of the electric

field, which is greatest near the stimulation electrode and

decays over distance (e.g., Cohen et al., 2003). Since the

electric field spread determines which populations of audi-

tory neurons are activated, increasing the number of masking

electrodes would increase the likelihood that auditory neu-

rons normally activated by the target pair are also activated

by noise from the masking electrodes. The same reasoning

applies with the distance the masking electrodes are to the

target electrodes. The apical and basal location of the mask-

ing electrode may have an effect if there are dead regions in

the neural survival pattern. From these manipulations, it is

expected that binaural masking level differences would be

proportionally reduced by the contribution of electric fields

emanating from adjacent masking electrodes.

Second, since signal and noise may be output on sepa-

rate electrodes under realistic stimulation conditions, this

study asks whether BMLD is still a significant effect if

masking noise is introduced solely through channel interac-

tions, e.g., a spectrally notched masker. In NH listeners, wid-

ening the spectral-notch of a noise masker lead to a decrease

in BMLD (Hall et al., 1983; Nitschmann et al., 2009; 2010).

Similarly, it is expected that notched masking would reduce

BMLD in CI users. In addition, by using a notched masker,

it is possible to better isolate and study the effect of adjacent

masking electrodes on N0S0=N0Sp thresholds and BMLD.

The third question was if any reduction in the behavioral

measure of BMLD is correlated with an objective physiolog-

ical estimate of channel interaction. These neural data would

complement the behaviorally acquired BMLD data to posi-

tively identify channel interactions as a source of reduction

in BMLD. The degree and sensitivity of the correlation

between the two can shed some light onto the mechanisms

by which channel interactions affect BMLD. A high correla-

tion would point to a largely peripheral mechanism at the au-

ditory periphery. Lower correlations would imply additional

mechanisms that occur more centrally since channel interac-

tions would not be able to explain any trends in the behav-

ioral data.

By taking an intermediate approach with multiple mask-

ing electrodes, this study will help fill the knowledge gap

between BMLDs obtained with single electrode pairs and

those obtained using speech. The results may provide some

insight to further improving binaural hearing in bilateral CI

users.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

All experimental protocols were approved by the Uni-

versity of California Irvine Institutional Review Board. Five

bilateral CI subjects with Nucleus 24 or Freedom implants

provided informed consent and were paid for their participa-

tion (Table I). All had high levels of speech understanding

with their implants, and one subject, CI8, had fewer than 2

years of bilateral experience at the time of testing. Two of

the subjects, CI1 and CI5, participated in a prior study on

BMLDs (Lu et al., 2010).

B. Electrodes

Thresholds and maximal comfort levels were mapped

using the Spear3 research interface and Seed-Speak (Hear-

works, Ltd, Melbourne, Australia). Stimuli were 500 ms

long, 1000 pps pulse train in with 25 ls phases, and monopo-

lar stimulation mode, MP1þ2. A bilateral pair of pitch-

TABLE I. Subject information.

Subject Gender=age Etiology Age at hearing loss Years of CI use (L=R) Electrode pair used (L=R)a HINT speech scores (quiet, noise) (%)

CI1 F=62 Ototoxicity 26 7=19 12=12a L: 83, 32 R: 95, 65 Bi: N=A

CI5 M=68 Progressive 34 7=7 14=12a L: 98, 39 R: 98, 55 Bi: 100, 58

CI6 F=58 Genetic 39 2=4 12a=14 L: N=A R: 100, N=A Bi: N=A

CI7 F=64 Unknown 5 13=6 10a=12 L: N=A, 90 R: N=A, 74 Bi: N=A, 96

CI8 M=48 Genetic Birth 0.5=1.5 13=12a L: 99, 81 R: 95, 77 Bi: N=A

a“Better ear.”
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matched electrodes was selected in the middle of the elec-

trode arrays. Four pairs of immediately adjacent electrodes

were used to present masking noise. All electrodes were bal-

anced for loudness within and between ears near maximum

comfortable level. For subject CI5, the electrode pair judged

to be pitch-matched was different from the pair used in a

previous study (Lu et al., 2010). CI5 described the matches

between the two pairs as very similar but felt the newer pair

matched better at the time of testing. The difference was one

electrode position and changes in pitch perception over time

have been reported in CI users (Reiss et al., 2007).

C. Stimuli

All stimuli were generated digitally at 44.1 kHz sam-

pling rate using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and out-

put through a personal computer sound card directly to the

line-in jack on the Spear3 research interface. Signal and

noise parameters were chosen to have the same values as

those used in previous studies (Long et al., 2006; Van Deun

et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2010). The signal to be detected was a

300 ms sinusoid at 125 Hz. Masking sounds were 400 ms

bandpassed noise with bandwidths of 625 Hz, centered at

125 Hz. Bandpass filters were fourth-order Butterworth with

�24 dB=octave rolloff. Masker onset preceded the signal

onset by 50 ms. Onset=offset were linear 5 ms ramps. Over-

all root mean squared (rms) sound levels were scaled to a

reference tone at 125 Hz such that the peaks in stimulation

output to the tone corresponded to about 95% of the sub-

ject’s dynamic range. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was

calculated as ratio of the power of the signal to the masking

noise. The stimuli were generated separately with the signal

on the left channel, masking noise on the right channel, and

their relative amplitudes scaled to the desired SNR. The sig-

nals and noise were then mixed in real-time by the Spear3

running a custom program. N0S0 denotes diotic (0� phase

difference) masking noise, N0, and diotic signal, S0. N0Sp
denotes diotic masking noise but dichotic (180� phase differ-

ence) signals, Sp.

D. Spear3 implementation

The Spear3 research processor ran a custom program

[Fig. 1(A)] based on a continuous interleaved sampling algo-

rithm (Wilson et al., 1991). Audio signals were digitized by

the Spear3 at 14.4 kHz. The stimuli from the left and right

channels were mixed according to the test condition, half-

wave rectified, and low-passed filtered at 500 Hz using a 4-

pole Butterworth filter. A standard loudness growth map was

used to compress the amplitude of the signal (Long et al.
2006, Lu et al. 2010). Because of the limited electric

dynamic range in the hardware, a small amount of amplitude

clipping at the signal input to the Spear3 was unavoidable,

particularly at low SNR (e.g., �10 dB) that have high noise

levels. The loudness growth map would have reduced this

effect since higher amplitude levels were more compressed.

This applied equally to both N0S0 and N0Sp stimuli. The

resulting signal was used to amplitude modulate a 1000 pps

pulse train on each electrode using monopolar stimulation

mode (MP1þ2, ball and plate extracochlear electrodes), 25

ls per phase, 8 ls interpulse gap, and 8 ls interframe gap.

With these pulse parameters, interleaving the stimulation on

multiple electrodes resulted in a channel delay of 66 ls,

measured from the first rising edges of the biphasic pulses.

The output delay from the first pulse to the last for five stim-

ulating electrodes is 264 ls. These delays were confirmed

via electrodogram produced by IF5=PCI and RFStatsNT

(Hearworks, Ltd). The high pulse rate relative to the signal

and noise frequencies in addition to the 500 Hz low-pass fil-

tering eliminated the possibility of the listeners using sub-

sampled cues. Output pulses were delivered through one or

more electrodes, appropriately scaled for threshold and max-

imal comfort levels. The timing of left and right pulse out-

puts of the Spear3 were set to have an interaural time

difference of 0 ls and was verified by oscilloscope and

“Implant-in–a-Box” (Cochlear, Ltd., Lane Cove, Australia)

to be synchronized to within 1 ls.

FIG. 1. (A) Block diagram of custom signal processing on-board the Spear3

research interface. Signal and noise were mixed, half-wave rectified, low-

pass filtered, and compressed. The outputs were used to modulate a pulse

train scaled to threshold and comfort levels for each electrode. The switches

indicate specific stimulus conditions and masking electrodes that could be

enabled and disabled. (B) Tested configurations of masking electrodes. For

masking electrode configurations (MEC) #1–7, referred to as “full masking,”

both signal and masking noise, N0S0 and N0Sp were delivered to the target

electrode pair. For each experimental condition, the same MEC was used

bilaterally, with the pitch-matched electrode pair at the center. The target

electrode pair, indicated in black, was the only pair to which the signal was

delivered. Active masking electrodes, indicated in gray, always contained

masking noise. Inactive electrodes are indicated in white. The second paral-

lel set of conditions with noise removed from the target electrode (MEC

#1n–7n) are referred to as “notched masking” and have the same masking

electrode configurations as MEC #1–7.
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The tested masking electrode configurations (MEC) of

signal and masking electrodes are shown in Fig. 1(B). The

signal to be detected was always presented bilaterally with

the middle pair of pitch-matched electrodes, referred to as

the “target electrode pair.” Masking noise from a single

source, N0, was routed to adjacent electrodes pairs, called

“masking electrodes.” For MEC #1–7, N0S0 and N0Sp were

delivered with the target electrode pair. Conditions where

N0 was presented to all active electrodes including the target

electrode pair are referred to as “full masking.” In the second

set of conditions, referred to as “notched masking” (MEC

#1n–7n), N0 was presented with all active masking electrode

except the target electrode pair which only had S0 and Sp.

Otherwise, the second set had the same permutations of

MEC as in #1–7. A single electrode pair condition using the

target electrodes for both signal and noise was also tested.

This condition is the same as that used in previous studies

(Long et al., 2006 Van Deun et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2010).

The stimulation levels for the target electrodes were

balanced pairwise across ears. On each ear, stimulation

levels for each of masking electrodes were adjusted to

match the level for the target electrode. The stimuli were

swept across the set of target and masking electrodes, and

the subject was asked to indicate if any stimuli sounded

louder or softer than the others. Any deviations in loudness

were adjusted as necessary. Although the stimulations lev-

els among electrodes were pairwise loudness balanced, no

additional normalization was performed to equalize loud-

ness among the 14 MECs. These masking electrodes were

not required to be pitch-matched but always had the same

MEC between ears.

The amount of channel interaction by adjacent masking

electrodes on the target electrodes were varied by changing

several factors: the number of masking electrodes, proximity

of masking electrodes, and apical vs basal location. For

example, comparisons can be made between MEC #1 and 2,

and between #1 and 3 for the effect of number of masking

electrodes. The increase in the number of masking electrodes

would decrease the overall SNR ratio and make detection of

the signal more difficult. Since electric fields decay over dis-

tance, moving noise farther away from the signal would

reduce the amount of interaction with the signal on the target

electrode. This was tested with different numbers of masking

electrodes. The basal–apical location of masking electrodes

is also important to account for any possible asymmetry in

the electric field spread or differences in neural survival

patterns.

E. Psychophysical procedure

All subjects were tested using a three-interval, three-al-

ternative forced choice adaptive procedure (Levitt, 1971)

with a graphical testing interface implemented in MATLAB.

All three intervals contained N0 on adjacent masking elec-

trodes. The signal, S0, was randomly assigned to a single

interval and presented only through the target pair. The sub-

jects were instructed to listen for the target tone and to iden-

tify which one of the three intervals contained the signal.

Two correct successive responses resulted in decreased SNR

on the next trial, while one incorrect response resulted in

increased SNR on the next trial. Each change in direction of

SNR (decreasing to increasing or vice versa) counted as a re-

versal. Testing was terminated after five reversals, and the

last four reversal points were averaged to produce one SNR

threshold. Smaller SNRs indicate better detection of the sig-

nal in noise compared to larger SNRs.

As an example for the full-masking condition, the target

electrode pair would present N0, N0, and N0S0 for the three

intervals. Under notched-masking condition the same exam-

ple on the target electrode pair would be [quiet], [quiet], and

S0. The adjacent masking electrodes would present N0, N0,

and N0 for both full- and notched-masking conditions.

In order to help familiarize the subjects with the proce-

dure and maximize performance, MECs with the fewest

electrodes carrying masking noise were tested first (i.e., #7n

and 6n), followed by MECs with increased masking, deter-

mined by number and proximity of the masking electrodes

to the target electrode. Each run had a randomly chosen

stimulus phase, contained two tracks, and was repeated two

(CI5, CI7, and CI8) or three times (CI1 and CI6) to produce

four or six threshold values, respectively, before testing the

other phase condition. The average threshold values were

then used in subsequent statistical analyses.

Although learning effects were not assessed over the

testing period, any significant learning would have tended to

reduce the masking effect, being been stronger for the first

easier runs and less effective toward the end. This would

have resulted in underestimating the threshold difference

between MECs with more masker electrodes compared to

those with only one masking electrode pair. Any fatigue

would have been unlikely to have an effect on the later and

more difficult conditions as testing occurred over multiple

days.

F. Neural response telemetry (NRT)

Evoked compound action potentials were recorded in

three subjects (CI1, CI6, and CI7) using the NRT feature of

the Nucleus cochlear implant along with clinical software

and equipment (Custom Sound EP 2.0, Cochlear, Ltd.).

These three were a subset of the five assessed for BMLD.

Adequate responses for CI5 would have required uncomfort-

able levels, and CI8 was not tested due to time constraint.

The stimuli used here were different from those used to

obtain the behavioral data. Spread of excitation was meas-

ured using probe and masker pulses in a forward masking

paradigm (e.g., Cohen et al., 2003; Abbas et al., 2004) for

the five electrode pairs from the psychophysical testing.

Both probe and masker pulses used MP1 stimulation mode

(ball electrode), pulse width of 25 ls with a 25 ls interphase

gap. Masker–probe interval was 400 ls. Maximum comfort

levels for probe and masker combinations were established

by increasing the stimulation levels relative to threshold.

Masker level was set the same as probe level. Stimulation

rate was low at 40 Hz to allow time the neural response, and

the evoked potential data were averaged over 100 sweeps.

Recording electrode was 62 offset in MP2 mode. Two
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measurements were taken for each probe electrode using re-

cording electrodes spaced þ2 and �2 away from the probe.

G. Data analysis

Thresholds and BMLDs are reported as means with the

standard error (mean 6 s.e.). The error bars in Figs. 2–5 repre-

sent s.e. over MECs for each subject. For group means, data

were first averaged over subjects before averaging over MEC.

Statistical tests included paired and unpaired t-tests and

repeated-measures analysis of variance (r.m. ANOVA). With

small sample sizes, the likelihood of a type I error (false posi-

tive) may be increased and this limitation is acknowledged.

Signal detection thresholds were analyzed with a three-way

r.m. ANOVA to test for effects of signal phase, full vs notched

masking, and electrode configuration. For paired t-tests, pair-

ing was done according to MEC, unless otherwise noted.

III. RESULTS

A. Binaural unmasking with single electrode pairs

In order to assess the effect of channel interaction on

BMLD, baseline data were first obtained using single pairs of

pitch-matched electrodes (Fig. 2). Single pair data of CI1

were from Lu et al. (2010). Despite some intersubject vari-

ability, every subject exhibited sensitivity to the binaural

phase difference in the target signal. All subjects had positive

SNR values for thresholds in the N0S0 condition and negative

SNR values for N0Sp, indicating that they could detect

the target signal even when its amplitude was smaller than

the noise. Individual N0S0 and N0Sp thresholds were signi-

ficantly different (p< 0.05, unpaired t-test) in each subject.

Stimulus phase had a statistically significant effect on mean

thresholds [N0S0: 3.9 6 2.5 dB (mean 6 s.e.); N0Sp: �55.0

6 1.9 dB; r.m. ANOVA, F1,4¼ 77.163, p¼ 0.001]. An aver-

age BMLD of 8.9 6 1.0 dB was calculated from the mean

threshold difference between phase conditions, N0S0 � N0Sp
(in decibels).

B. Binaural unmasking with multiple masking
electrodes

With BMLD levels established for each subject, mask-

ing noise waspresented on electrodes adjacent to the target

electrode pair to introduce channel interaction. N0S0 thresh-

olds varied widely depending on MEC and ranged from

�5.5 to 6.6 dB [Fig. 3(A)]. The highest average N0S0

threshold was seen in the configuration with all adjacent

masking electrode pairs active and full masking present (#1).

Lowest mean thresholds were observed in some cases with

notched masking and only one pair of masking electrodes

spaced two away (#7n). N0Sp thresholds ranged from �6.6

to 6.1 dB and appeared to follow a similar trend as for N0S0

thresholds [Fig. 3(B)].

BMLDs ranged from �0.1 to 4.8 dB and were signifi-

cant (p< 0.05, t-test paired by subject) for half of the condi-

tions tested [indicated by *, Fig. 3(C)]. Although nearly half

FIG. 2. Single electrode pair masking level thresholds for N0S0 and N0Sp.

Significantly different N0S0 (black) and N0Sp (white) thresholds are indi-

cated with *(unpaired t-test, p< 0.05) or **(p< 0.001). The mean group

thresholds are labeled as “Mean,” and its associated error bars indicate

standard error from five subjects. For group average the statistical test com-

pared average paired N0S0 and N0Sp thresholds from each subject. (paired

t-test, p¼ 0.0009).

FIG. 3. Masking electrode configurations (MEC). (A) N0S0 thresholds

averaged across the five subjects, plotted according to electrode configura-

tion [shown in Fig. 1(B)]. Error bars represent standard error for the five

subjects. (B) N0Sp thresholds. (C) BMLDs averaged across subjects for

each electrode configuration. Significantly different N0S0 and N0Sp thresh-

olds, paired by subject, are indicated with *(paired t-test, p< 0.05). For ref-

erence, thresholds and BMLDs obtained from single electrode pairs are

shown.
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of these configurations did not have significant BMLDs, for

nearly all MECs, N0Sp thresholds were lower than N0S0,

indicated by positive BMLD values.

Thresholds averaged across all tested MECs are shown

in Fig. 4. These values reflect the average level of masking

that could be expected from a more complex stimulation

condition where multiple electrodes are activated, rather

than limiting considerations to a single set and=or configura-

tion of electrodes. The data were analyzed with a three-way

r.m. ANOVA to test for effect of phase, full vs notched

masking, and electrode configuration. Thresholds for N0S0

(1.1 6 1.1 dB) were higher than N0Sp (�1.0 6 1.0 dB). The

mean difference, i.e., the BMLD (2.1 6 0.4 dB) was statisti-

cally significant (three-way r.m. ANOVA; F1,4¼ 21.475,

p¼ 0.010) relative to the null hypothesis of a BMLD of 0

dB. Average BMLD under multielectrode masking was sig-

nificantly lower than that observed for single electrode pairs,

2.1 vs 8.9 dB, respectively (p¼ 0.002, t-test paired by sub-

ject). Consideration of the data by subject showed that phase

had a significant effect over all electrode configurations in

four of five subjects (p< 0.05, t-test, paired by MEC),

excluding subject CI8 (p¼ 0.081). This may be related to

the fact that CI8 also had the shortest duration of BiCI expe-

rience compared to the other subjects (Table I).

C. Full vs notched masking

One of the most significant factors on thresholds was the

removal of masking noise from the target electrode pair

(MEC #1n–7n). Overall thresholds (pooled N0S0 and N0Sp)

decreased from 2.6 6 1.6 dB to �2.5 6 1.7 dB (three-way

r.m. ANOVA; F1,4¼ 28.144, p¼ 0.006). No significant

interaction between phase and full=notched masking was

observed (three-way r.m. ANOVA; F1,4¼ 6.681, p¼ 0.061).

Mean threshold for just the N0S0 condition [Fig. 5(A)]

showed a clear decrease due to notched masking, from

4.1 6 0.6 dB to �1.9 6 1.4 dB (p< 0.001, paired t-test).

Mean N0Sp threshold also decreased from 1.1 6 1.1 dB to

�3.1 6 1.4 dB (data not shown; p< 0.001, paired t-test).

These threshold drops were expected since removing mask-

ing noise from the target electrode pair improved overall

SNR.

With full=notched masking and phase as the only fac-

tors, the effect of phase was still significant using a two-way

r.m. ANOVA (BMLD: 2.1 6 0.4 dB; F1,4¼ 21.537,

p¼ 0.010). As can be seen in Fig. 5(B), along with the

decrease in overall N0S0 threshold, mean BMLDs decreased

significantly with notched masking from 3.0 6 0.5 dB to

1.2 6 0.3 dB (p¼ 0.017, paired t-test). The smaller BMLD

was due more to changes in N0S0 thresholds than N0Sp. It

is important to note that despite the drop in BMLD, the

mean N0S0 threshold with notched masking (�1.9 dB) was

significantly lower than N0Sp with full masking (1.1 dB,

p¼ 0.005, paired t-test), meaning that for signal detection

with these stimuli, binaural unmasking was less effective

than simply moving masking noise off the target electrode.

D. Correlations with physiological measures of
channel interaction

In order to gain some insight into the neural mechanism-

sunderlying the effects of MEC on thresholds and BMLD,

electrically evoked compound action potentials were

recorded from three subjects using NRT (Fig. 6). N1-P1

amplitudes indicate the amount of neural activation over the

electrode array in response to a single place of electrical

stimulation. Due to variations in neural survival, electrode

array positioning, and other factors, such as subjective

FIG. 4. BMLD for multiple masking electrodes. Masking level thresholds

for N0S0 and N0Sp averaged over all electrode configurations. Format is

similar to Fig. 2. *indicate statistically significant difference (paired t-test,

p< 0.05) between N0S0 and N0Sp conditions paired by electrode configura-

tion. For the group mean, the thresholds were averaged over subject first,

and then by MEC. The difference between average N0S0 and N0Sp was sig-

nificant when paired by subject (paired t-test, p¼ 0.010).

FIG. 5. Full vs notched masking. (A) N0S0 thresholds are represented on

the y-axis. Subjects and group average are listed on the x-axis. (B) BMLD.

Data are grouped by subject and averaged over electrode configuration.

Black bars represent conditions where noise was presented on the target

electrode (MEC #1–7). White bars indicate conditions where masking noise

was only presented on electrodes adjacent to the target electrode (MEC

#1n–7n). Error bars are standard errors. Statistically significant differences

between the two conditions are marked with *(paired t-test, p< 0.05). Mean

and the associated error bars indicate average data and standard error. Data

were averaged over subject first and then over MEC.
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comfort levels, the absolute amplitudes can be different from

subject to subject and ear to ear. A large amount of overlap

between NRT curves can be seen, and they reflect the poten-

tial for channel interactions. The area of overlap between

masking electrodes and the target electrode were quantified

into a channel interaction index (ChII).

Data from the NRT measurements were analyzed in

MATLAB. For each electrode, the area under the curve from

the spread of excitation measurement was estimated using a

rectangular integration method and normalized electrode dis-

tances, e.g., electrodes 12 and 13 have a separation of 1 unit.

Then for each MEC, a ChII was calculated as follows [Fig.

7(A)]. The areas of masking electrodes that overlapped the

target electrode were summed and then normalized by the

total cumulative areas of masking and target electrodes. A

ChII of 0 would indicate that no overlap in neural response

existed between any of the masking electrodes and target

electrodes. Greater amounts of overlap between channels

result in higher ChII values. Since masking noises on the tar-

get electrode pair do not contribute to this calculation, ChII

values for notched-masking conditions (MEC #1n–7n) are

the same as their equivalent configuration in full masking

(#1–7).

E. ChII determined by MEC

Fig. 7(B) shows ChII of the right ear plotted against the

left ear for MEC #1–7. Mean ChII value was higher and stat-

istically different for the right ear compared to the left (R:

0.46 6 0.02; L: 0.41 6 0.03; paired t-test, p¼ 0.012). Within

each subject, ChII points appeared above or below the y¼ x

line, depending on whether ChII was smaller for the left ear

FIG. 6. Spread of excitation measured through evoked potentials. (A) Sub-

ject CI1. (B) CI6. (C) CI7. In each panel, the upper and lower plots are data

from the right and left ears, respectively. The y-axis indicates the magnitude

of recorded neural activity. The x-axis indicates the masker active electrode.

Symbol legend in (A) indicates the active electrode.

FIG. 7. Channel interaction index (ChII). (A) Schematic of ChII calcula-

tion. Curves represent evoked potential data shown in Fig. 6. X,Y, and Z are

the areas under each curve, XY and YZ are the intersected area. Y represents

the target electrode. X and Z represent masker electrodes. (B) Right ChII

plotted as a function of left ChII for masking electrode configurations #1–7

[see Fig. 1(B)]. Symbols represent different subjects. (C) ChII plotted

against MEC #1–7. MEC #1n–7n have the same ChII values as their equiva-

lent in #1–7 and are not shown. Left and right ears were averaged to produce

a single ChII value for each MEC.
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(CI6 and CI7) or right ear (CI1), respectively, matching with

their self-reported ear preference (e.g., for telephone listen-

ing, marked by “a” in Table I). For the subsequent analyses,

the left and right ChII were averaged since they were highly

correlated (p< 0.001, Spearman’s rho¼ 0.721, N¼ 21, two-

tailed).

Since each MEC had different electrode numbers and

spacing, it follows that ChII should reflect this variation

[7(C)]. Some configurations with more masking electrodes

such as MEC #1 and 2 had higher ChIIs. The average ChII

over the three subjects and MECs were 0.59 6 0.05 (n¼ 3)

for the condition with four masking electrodes pairs (MEC

#1), 0.49 6 0.04 (n¼ 6) for two pairs (MEC #2 and 3), and

0.37 6 0.02 (n¼ 12) for one pair (MEC #4–7). There was a

significant difference in ChII between the four vs one masker

pairs (p¼ 0.012, Mann-Whitney U, with Bonferroni correc-

tion) but not for two vs four (p¼ 0.498) and one vs two

(p¼ 0.072).

Regarding subjects, CI7 (triangles) consistently had

the lowest ChIIs while CI1 had the highest. ChIIs were

significantly different between subjects (CI1: 0.49 6 0.03;

CI6: 0.43 6 0.03; CI7: 0.38 6 0.04; one-way ANOVA,

F2,39¼ 3.701, p¼ 0.034). Post hoc comparison showed a sig-

nificant difference between CI1 and CI7 (p¼ 0.029, t-test

with Bonferroni correction) but not between CI6 and the

others (p> 0.05).

F. Thresholds and BMLDs are correlated with ChII

With each MEC reduced to a single ChII value, the

physiologically derived measure of channel interaction

and behaviorally acquired BMLDs were plotted against

each other (Fig. 8). The correlations between N0S0=N0Sp=
BMLD and ChII were considered separately for full (MEC

#1–7) and notched-masking (MEC #1n–7n) conditions.

Decreasing SNR by increasing the amount of channel

interactions should increase detection thresholds, and this

was observed for all conditions [Fig. 8(A)]. Linear regres-

sion analyses of each correlation showed statistically signifi-

cant linear fits (Table II). Thus reducing channel interactions

had only a small effect on N0S0 in the presence on-target

noise in full masking.

N0Sp showed increasing thresholds with increasing

amount of channel interaction [8(B)]. In this case, while full

masking increased thresholds, the slopes between full and

notched-masking conditions were nearly the same. Thresh-

olds were shifted by almost a constant amount over the range

of ChII shown. This means that reducing the amount of

channel interaction would produce the same drop in N0Sp
threshold regardless of whether the masking noise was full

or notched.

In the presence of full masking, there was an increase in

BMLD with lower ChII [Fig. 8(C)]. Since there was only a

small drop in N0S0 thresholds with smaller ChII, most of the

improvement appears to come from N0Sp at lower ChII val-

ues. With notched masking, N0S0 and N0Sp slopes were

nearly the same, and thus BMLD showed a slight but not sig-

nificant decrease with smaller ChII.

It should be noted that the BMLD regression equation

for full masking had a y-intercept of 8.5 dB. This is compa-

rable to the single electrode pair condition with ChII¼ 0,

and the value was almost the same as the actual average

BMLD of 8.6 dB for these three subjects using single

FIG. 8. Behavioral correlations with average ChII. Each data point repre-

sents the mean threshold or BMLD from the 3 subjects shown in Figs. 6 and

7. (A) N0S0 thresholds plotted against ChII for full masking (MECs #1–7;

filled circles) and notched masking (#1n–7n, open circles). (B) N0Sp thresh-

olds vs ChII. (C) BMLD plotted against ChII. Regression equations and sta-

tistics are listed in Table II.

TABLE II. Linear regression analysis.

Condition Equation R2 Statistics (ANOVA)

N0S0 Full masking (MEC #1–7) y¼ 10.68*x� 1.88 0.93 F1,5¼ 71.278, p< 0.001

Notched masking (MEC #1n–7n) y¼ 32.27*x� 17.65 0.87 F1,5¼ 34.459, p¼ 0.002

N0Sp Full masking y¼ 24.19*x� 10.40 0.88 F1,5¼ 35.622, p¼ 0.002

Notched masking y¼ 28.87*x � 17.66 0.83 F1,5¼ 24.193, p¼ 0.004

BMLD Full masking y¼�13.49*xþ 8.51 0.65 F1,5¼ 9.313, p¼ 0.028

Notched masking y¼ 3.30*xþ 0.01 0.35 F1,5¼ 2.637, p¼ 0.165
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electrode pairs. The same analysis underestimated average

N0S0 and N0Sp thresholds by 4–5 dB. Individually, the

extrapolation was not as accurate as BMLD intercepts were

12.8, 8.1, and 4.4 dB for CI1, CI6, and CI7 compared to their

actual values of 11.3, 6.4, and 8.0 dB, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

Despite the presence of channel interactions resulting

from masking noise on neighboring electrodes, the data in

this study from BiCI users showed that BMLD can be

observed under controlled stimulation conditions. BMLDs

obtained from single electrode pairs are consistent with exist-

ing CI data, which show reduced performance at <9 dB com-

pared to <20 dB for NH listeners under similar conditions

using transposed tones (van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1997) or

acoustic CI simulation (Lu et al. 2010). This lower baseline

performance of CI users indicates that even under idealized

laboratory conditions, binaural processing in CI is not at nor-

mal hearing levels. Clinically bilateral CI users are not able to

take full advantage of BMLD under real world conditions

even when presented with fine timing information (van

Hoesel et al., 2008). The factors that might contribute to this

finding include lack of synchronization at the level of individ-

ual pairs of electrodes, poor ITD sensitivity in many BiCI

users, compressed dynamic range, and channel interaction.

The latter factor could be a significant complication to con-

sider and was therefore of interest in the current investigation.

Generally, the addition of masking electrodes raised

thresholds and reduced BMLD. The data showed that the

MECs that would have potential for higher channel interac-

tions typically showed lower BMLDs [Fig. 3(C)]. For CI

users, adding more electrodes was similar to widening the

masking noise bandwidth in NH listeners. NH listeners

showed that when the spectrum level (decibel=hertz) of the

masking noise was kept constant, N0Sp thresholds increased

at narrow bandwidths while N0S0 thresholds showed more

subject-dependent variability (Zurek and Durlach, 1987).

BMLD has typically been found to decrease in NH listeners

with wider masking bandwidth (Hall and Fernandes, 1983;

Zurek and Durlach, 1987; van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1999),

which is consistent with the findings in the present study.

The notched-masking condition in this study is similar

to the spectrally notched noise for NH listeners, keeping in

mind that the mechanisms of auditory nerve stimulation

between NH and CI are different. With notched noise,

BMLDs in NH listeners have been found to decrease with

widening of the notch width, from roughly 15 to 5 dB (Hall

et al., 1983; Nitschmann et al., 2009; 2010). For bandpassed

noise, BMLD decreased with a widening of bandwidth (Hall

et al., 1983; Zurek and Durlach, 1987; Staffel et al., 1990;

van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1999). This is consistent with

the observation in this study that BMLD decreased with

increased amount of masking [Fig. 8(C), full masking

condition].

A. Full versus notched masking

The main reason that BMLDs were reduced as channel

interaction was increased appeared to be due to higher sensi-

tivity of N0Sp thresholds under full masking compared to

N0S0 (Fig. 8). One explanation could be that for N0S0, the

contribution of off-target masking noise was much less than

that resulting from on-target noise. These adjacent maskers

had a larger effect on N0Sp thresholds. This suggested that

perhaps on-target noise contributed less to the N0Sp
thresholds.

An interesting finding is that the sensitivity (or slope) of

N0S0 thresholds to ChII was affected by the type of masking

while the sensitivity of N0Sp thresholds did not appear to

change [Fig. 8(A) and 8(B)]. N0S0 thresholds had lower sen-

sitivity under the full masking condition, presumably since

the presence of on-target masking noise had a larger contri-

bution to N0S0 thresholds than off-target noise. Once the

masking noise was notched, N0S0 threshold sensitivity

became similar to that for N0Sp, as evidenced by roughly

similar slopes in their regression equation (Table II). An

interpretation is that for the N0Sp stimuli with full masking,

binaural computations (e.g., equalization-cancellation) effec-

tively resulted in notched masking at the neural level. The

higher thresholds for N0Sp with full masking compared to

N0S0 with notched masking could be due to less than ideal

equalization-cancellation of the on-target masking noise.

B. Physiological measures of channel interaction

In order to show the influence of channel interactions on

BMLD, ChII was calculated for each MEC and compared

with the behavioral measures. Not surprisingly, higher N0S0

and N0Sp thresholds were significantly correlated with

larger ChII. Other studies have similarly shown that the

amount of channel interaction is correlated with behavioral

measures (Shannon, 1983; Cohen et al., 2003; Hughes and

Abbas, 2006; Stickney et al., 2006; Hughes, 2008). It should

be noted that in this study the ear with lower average ChII

was self-reported as the “better ear” and had higher HINT

scores (Table I). No clinical testing on speech was performed

for CI6 due to already high scores on the right. CI6 also pre-

ferred the left ear despite being implanted later.

In absence of channel interactions, ChII would be 0, and

BMLD would be dependent only on the signal and noise on

the target pair, essentially the single electrode pair condition.

Extrapolating the data for full masking using the linear

regression predicted the actual BMLDs for the single-elec-

trode case, despite being outside the range of data. The aver-

age BMLD value of the three subjects for single electrode

pairs was 8.6 dB, which is almost the same as the y-intercept

value, 8.5 dB of the regression calculated on the data, for the

full masking condition (Table II).

With notched masking, the intercept was 0.01 dB, keep-

ing in mind that this fit was not statistically significant. In

the absence of full masking, thresholds would be largely

based on detecting signal energy in the target pair, with min-

imal contribution from interaural differences. Although

BMLDs were small (1–2 dB), the shallow rise in slope with

increased ChII suggests that BiCI users can take advantage

of binaural cues when noise is introduced through spread of

excitation from adjacent masking electrodes to overlap with

the target electrode pair.
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C. Individual differences

The average trends for BMLD generally followed what

was observed in NH listeners, but there were a few notewor-

thy points concerning individual subjects. CI5 was tested in

Lu et al. (2010). His single-electrode BMLD (11.3 6 2.1 s.e.

dB) was nearly the same as his previously recorded value

(11.2 6 1.1 dB) using a middle pair of electrodes, with the

caveat that the electrode pairs were different. The similarity

of the BMLD values between data collected about 1 year

apart showed consistent performance in this subject, who

had been using his implant for over 6 years. His plateau

below NH levels of 15-20 dB suggested an impaired ability

of the auditory system to make full use of binaural cues.

This impairment was further supported by data showing NH

listeners using a vocoder to acoustically simulate CI per-

formed better than actual CI users on the N0Sp detection

task, while N0S0 thresholds were roughly the same (Lu et
al., 2010). Auditory deprivation may be a factor as abnormal

physiological function has been observed in neonatally and

congenitally deafened animal models in response to electri-

cal stimulation (Shepherd et al., 1999; Vollmer et al., 2007;

Kral et al., 2009; Tillein et al., 2009).

A third subject (CI8) had less experience than the

others with his implants but had used hearing aids exten-

sively prior to implantation. At the time of testing, he had

only used his second implant for about 6 months, but his

BMLD for a single electrode pair was consistent with the

other subjects (Fig. 2). The shorter duration of CI use could

explain his lower scores in the presence of multielectrode

masking (Fig. 4).

Subject CI7 had BMLDs comparable to the other sub-

jects, but N0S0 and N0Sp thresholds were much lower com-

pared to the other subjects tested under the multiple masking

channel condition (e.g., Fig. 4). A possible explanation is

that the subject was able to discriminate between electrodes

fairly well and thus was able to better attend to the signal

channel despite masking noises on other channels. The NRT

data are consistent with this notion, since CI7 had the lowest

values of ChII, and lower thresholds were correlated with

lower ChII (Fig. 8(A) and 8(B)].

D. Limitations of this study

There are some considerations to make in interpreting

these data. First, this study changed the amount of channel

interaction by altering the number and proximity of masking

electrodes and not through narrowing of the electric field

(e.g., using bipolar stimulation mode). It is unknown how

BMLDs compare between monopolar and bipolar configura-

tions using a single electrode pair. Second, the noise applied

to neighboring electrode pairs was always diotic and gener-

ated from the same source. It is expected that having inde-

pendent noise sources on each masking electrode would

further erode binaural cues in the target electrode in terms of

absolute threshold and BMLD. Third, overall masker levels

were not normalized, and doing so would further confound

the data. Standardizing the overall sound level by adjusting

levels in each channel may affect the pitch-match quality. A

fixed adjustment increment in stimulation level on one elec-

trode may produce a perceptual increment of different sizes

due to factors such as pattern of nerve survival and intraco-

chlear electrode positioning. The comparison with NRT data

is facilitated since overall stimulation levels were not

adjusted with MEC.

Since both the NRT and behavioral data were gathered

at maximal comfort level for different stimulation rates,

stimulation levels would be higher at the lower rate. Conse-

quently, the spread of excitation may be wider than what

occurs during the behavioral tests. However, since the ChIIs

extracted from the NRT data are normalized measures, the

relative amount of ChII due to MEC should not change.

Finally, the NRT data only included three subjects, limiting

statistical power.

E. Implications for speech

Measures of BMLD are thought to be important for

understanding how speech is perceived in complex listen-

ing situations, such as when target speech is presented

from one location and maskers co-occur from different

spatial locations. To the extent that binaural mechanisms

are successful at producing release from masking in the

presence of spatial cues may depend on listeners’ sensitiv-

ity to binaural cues. With BiCI users, poor ITD sensitivity

(van Hoesel and Clark, 1997; van Hoesel, 2007; Laback

and Majdak, 2008; van Hoesel et al., 2009; Litovsky et
al., 2010) appear to contribute to low BMLD levels (van

Hoesel et al., 2008). Because the small speech BMLDs in

the study by van Hoesel et al. (2008) were obtained using

a 700 ls ITD while the studies with 125 Hz tones that

used 4 ms ITD (p-phase) found BMLDs around 4–9 dB

(Long et al., 2006; Van Deun et al., 2009; Lu et al.,
2010), the comparison of BMLD between these studies is

not so clear. Although Long et al. (2006) did use a 600 ls

delay using single electrode pairs and 125 Hz tone, that

specific condition did not include compression and resulted

in BMLD of 15 dB. It was noted in the discussion section

of van Hoesel et al. (2008) that their own informal testing

showed smaller BMLD for a 125 Hz tone with a 1 ms

phase shift compared to 4 ms. In contrast, BMLDs around

9 dB were observed in two subjects for signal frequencies

of 500 Hz (Lu et al., 2010). This would correspond to a 1

ms phase shift for the N0Sp condition. Additional experi-

ments may be warranted to clarify the effect of stimulus

ITD on BMLDs for tones and speech.

Data in this study demonstrated that adjacent masking

electrodes lower BMLD levels to below that obtained with

single electrode pairs. This is a finding that needs to be care-

fully examined, since speech understanding can rarely be

achieved with single-channel stimulation. The across-fre-

quency distribution of information in speech may serve to

increase the saliency of binaural cues. This study only tested

the specific condition of a single target electrode pair with

noise adjacent maskers. In order to advance the understand-

ing of factors that affect binaural hearing and its impact on

spatial unmasking in CI users, further experiments in para-

metrically controlling signal and noise presentations would
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need to be carried out, including presenting both tone and

noise to multiple electrodes.

The predictability of BMLD from measures of electric

field spread suggests a significant role of channel interac-

tions at the auditory periphery. In contrast, limitations of

BMLD due to poor ITD sensitivity as seen in van Hoesel

et al. (2008) may be an issue with central auditory process-

ing since auditory nerve fibers have been shown to have a

very high degree of synchronized responses to electrical

stimulation (Hartmann et al., 1984). Thus both peripheral

and central auditory mechanisms will need to be addressed

in restoring binaural hearing.

Clinically, monopolar stimulation is desirable due to

lowered thresholds and power consumption. In fact, despite

greater electric field spread in monopolar stimulation, speech

recognition has been reported to be at least as good or better

than with bipolar stimulation in which smaller electric field

spread occurs (Pfingst et al., 1997; Pfingst et al., 2001).

Some attempts have been made to reduce channel interac-

tions in BiCI by reducing the number of electrodes used, but

the input frequency bands were interleaved such that any

pitch-matched electrodes would have received different in-

formation (Perreau et al., 2010; Tyler et al., 2010). It

remains to be seen whether stimulation modes such as bipo-

lar and and tripolar (i.e., quadrupolar), both of which reduce

electric field spread (Jolly et al., 1996; Kral et al., 1998; Bri-

aire and Frijns, 2000), can provide a clinical advantage for

BiCI users in binaurally relevant tasks.

F. Summary

The main findings of this study are (1) BMLDs were 8.9

dB for single electrode pairs and 2.1 dB with multiple elec-

trode maskers, (2) notched masking not only reduced thresh-

olds compared to full masking but also decreased BMLD,

and (3) thresholds and BMLD values were significantly cor-

related with ChII. These results demonstrate that noise from

adjacent electrodes can lower BMLDs in BiCI users and that

the effect was mainly due to channel interactions at the audi-

tory periphery. Further gains in BiCI binaural hearing may

be realized by narrowing the electric field spread and by

developing stimulation algorithms that minimize channel

interactions.
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